iLASIK, performed at Eye LASIK Austin, is the latest form of laser vision correction available today. One of the most technologically advanced centers in Texas, Eye LASIK Austin is the facility of choice for thousands of Central Texas patients and over 200 eye doctors since 2000.

Not All LASIK is the Same
At Eye LASIK Austin, we have been performing all laser procedures for more than 10 years. That means no blades. Discount centers still use them for their procedures. All laser procedures are not only safer, but they are faster and have speedier recoveries.

95% of our patients emerge with 20/20 or better vision

Precise & Permanent
More precise than traditional LASIK (blades) and older custom platforms, we use 3D mapping of your eye to ensure microscopic precision. LASIK is always permanent but cannot stop your eyes from changing as you age.

Comfortable & Fast
Most iLASIK procedures from Eye LASIK Austin are very quick - less than 15 minutes - and leave you with little discomfort.

YOUR Eye Doctor
We realize that no one knows your eyes as well as your own eye doctor, which is why we partner with optometrists all over Central Texas, keeping you with YOUR doctor for pre and post care!

NASA & US Military Approved
Current LASIK technological advancements were a safe enough, precise enough and logistically simple enough procedure for their personnel to undergo.